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Commercial flagpoles tend to range from 30 to 60 feet and are made usually of single piece of steel
or aluminium tubing. Depending on the situation, you might want to order 2, 3 or more of the
commercial flagpoles. But, you need to make sure that there is enough space in between the
flagpole parts so that the flags have enough space to wave and can be grown in case there are
more requirements for bigger flags at a later stage.

You can find 2 kinds of halyard systems, pulley or rope systems for lowering and raising the flag.
The external halyard system is located on the poleâ€™s outside. In this kind of rigging, the flags are
attached to the rope, which is again looped through a wheel or truck, at the flagpoleâ€™s top. The rope
is then wound at the bottom around the cleat in order to lock the flag in its place and also prevent it
from falling down the Commercial Flagpoles. The only issue with the external halyard systems is its
security, as the rope could be easily cut by someone.

For durability and security, you are advised to select an internal halyard system, which has cable or
ropes located on the poleâ€™s inside. It is also accessible with the help of a special winch present in the
compartment of a hinged door located at the shaftsâ€™ base. You then need to select a revolving truck,
which would help the flag from being wrapped around the pole when wind tends to change
directions. Steel is the most preferred when choosing flagpole parts. They are easily available in the
market and also require no maintenance. You can simply book your own flagpole parts from the
websites present and can also enjoy discounts. You can simply buy any type of flagpole to meet
your requirements.
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For more information on a Commercial Flagpoles, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a flagpole parts!
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